IDENTIFY, CONFIRM, AND ENRICH INTELLIGENCE ON MALICIOUS IOCS WITH ZVELO’S MALICIOUS DETAILED DETECTION FEED™.

The Malicious Detailed Detection Feed™ (MDDF), is a premium threat feed featuring superior quality IOCs, coverage, speed and lower false positives — enabling you to minimize alert fatigue, reduce your threat risk, and increase operational efficiency for your blocking or threat research applications.

MDDF delivers curated malicious intelligence data which identifies, confirms, and enriches malicious Indicators Of Compromise (IOCs) with a range of metadata attributes. The rich metadata reveals crucial details about the IOCs which are necessary for defenders, analysts, and key stakeholders to prioritize and take appropriate action against potential threats. The metadata includes attributes like full-path URLs, date created and/or expired, malware family, file hashes, and numerous other intelligence attributes.

• Stop threats faster with real-time malicious URL detections on emerging and zero-day threats.
• Eliminate blind spots by detecting threats other feeds miss with unrivaled global coverage.
• Accelerate security outcomes with richly contextualized IOCs and malicious threat signals.
• Enrich and automate SASE, SIEM, SOAR, and other security tools, to boost ROI from existing infrastructure.
• Streamline threat sources with zvelo’s multi-sourced, curated cyber threat intelligence.

MDDF is for defenders, cybersecurity analysts, OEMs, ISPs, SOC, SIEM, SOAR, MSPs/MSSPs, EDR, MDR, XDR, Threat Intelligence Platforms, SASE and other SaaS Security vendors, that require the best malicious threat detection and cyber threat intelligence data on the market to power their applications, platforms, and services.

Unmatched Quality and Veracity

zvelo’s threat intelligence feeds are unmatched in quality and veracity, delivering premium defense against malicious threats for accelerated blocking, containment, threat remediation, threat hunting, and other threat research applications.
USE CASES

- Managed Detection and Response (MDR)
- Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
- SIEM Alerting and Response
- Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)
- Attack Surface Monitoring
- Email Security
- Red & Blue Team Data
- Web Filtering & Parental Controls
- Malicious Threat Analysis

zveloCTI™
Meticulously curated Cyber Threat Intelligence data that is unmatched in visibility, coverage, reach, and accuracy.

- PhishBlockList™
- Malicious Detailed Detection Feed™

ABOUT ZVELO

zvelo's passion is to make the internet safer and more secure by providing the industry's premium Cyber Threat Intelligence and web classification data services.

LEARN MORE

To learn more about MDDF or to request an evaluation, please contact us at sales@zvelo.com or visit www.zvelo.com.